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1.Introduction 
The UWB can spread to 20 meters (60 feet) with 

except able power and frequency range of it from 3.1 

to 10.6 GHz. In recent years, the UWB system is 

continuously growing. In a wireless communication 

system, channels used in UWB system face problem 

[1, 2]. This problem is channel estimation. There are 

some challenges for designing a receiver such as 

capture energy for data, channel estimation and 

generate a reference locally. So that, designing 

receiver is an expensive process and complicated 

design [3]. So that, propose a new system known TR-

UWB system. In this system, the reference pulse is 

transmitted with data pulse instead of generating this 

signal in the receiver [4].  TR-UWB no needs to 

estimate the wireless channel. In this work, propose a 

new system known LC-TR-UWB based on FFT for 

designing receiver will be low complexity from other 

systems and more noise resistance than TR-UWB and 

high efficiency and no need to channel estimation. 

Use FFT to convert signals from time domain to 

frequency domain then, remove high frequencies that 

caused noise and confuse for receiver processes that 

mixing many signals and then use IFFT to inverse 

converting this signal from frequency to time 

domain. 

 
*Author for correspondence 

Show in section two, study TR-UWB system while in 

section three, study FFT algorithm. In section four, 

propose the new system known LC-TR -UWB. In 

section five, show results and discussion. Finally, in 

section six, conclusions were qualified. 

 

2.TR-UWB system 
This system known as TR-UWB has some benefits 

such as low complexity compared with a rake 

receiver so it is called low complexity alternative of 

rake receiver [5]. In a transmitter, each frame of TR-

UWB consists of two types of pulses called reference 

pulse and data pulse. In reference pulse, no need to 

delay apparatus while data pulse need to delay 

apparatus. In this system, obtain on the data pulse 

after modulation (BPSK modulator) and the reference 

pulse without modulation. After that, multiplier both 

pulses to give the transmitter signal [6]. In channel 

model, the transmitted signal of this system enters to 

wireless channel known as AWGN channel which is 

added to channel model some noise signals to 

required transmitter signal [7]. In receiver, first either 

Amplifier or LPF is used to amplify this signal and 

LPF to reduce noise by cut-off high frequencies that 

caused noise and confusion. The reference pulse does 

not need to delay apparatus while data pulse needs to 

delay apparatus. Then, make correlator for both data 
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pulse and reference pulse. The correlator signal goes 

to integrate and decision output circuit [8]. The block 

diagram of the TR-UWB transceiver is shown in 

Figure 1. The transmitted and received signals are 

expressed bellow: 

 ( )  ∑ ∑   (          )      
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While equation of correlation output can be 

expressed as: 
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And the equation at receiver output can be expressed 

as: 
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Figure 1 TR-UWB transceiver block diagram 

 

3.Fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
FFT plays a significant role in signal processing 

applications to transform the time domain signal to 

the frequency domain. FFT has several limitations, 

such as losing time domain information during the 

transformation, it should be applied to the entire 

length of the signal, and it does not allow the user to 

analyze the frequency changes of the input signal 

during any given time duration. The frequency 

spectrum does not show the time localization of 

frequency components in FFT [9]. Therefore, this 

transform is only useful for analyzing the stationary 

signal and non-stationary signals with some 

conditions. However, pre-windowing the signal 

provides time localization as a short time Fourier 

transform (STFT) method which is adopted by 

assuming that the signal is stationary within this short 

period of the window. The Fourier Transform is 

defined bellow [10]. 

 ( )  ∫  ( )        
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The inverse Fourier Transform can express as. 
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Where, w is the angular frequency, x(t) is the input 

signal and X(w) is the corresponding Fourier 

transformed signal.  

 

4.Low complexity TR-UWB receiver 
To make low complexity system, the following steps 

should be followed. 

 

Step one, each frame of TR-UWB consists of two 

pulses called reference pulse and data pulse. Step 

two, in transmitter, the transmitted reference pulse 

passes directly while data pulse passes to delay 

apparatus and modulation. Get on data pulse after 

modulation while to get on TR-UWB transmitter 

signal after multiplying both of these pulses 

(reference and data pulses). Step three, in channel 

model, use an AWGN channel in this system because 

in all type modulator shows the BER performance of 

AWGN channel better than a Rayleigh fading 

channel. Step four, the output signal of channel 

model will be received by proposing receiver. In TR-

UWB receiver, the reference pulse passes directory 

without demodulation, while data pulse passes to 

demodulation circuit. Correlator both of these pulses 

(data and reference pulses) and then, the correlator 

output signal will be transform by FFT that convert 

signal from time domain to frequency domain to 

reduce noise must by cutoff frequencies that caused 

noise. FFT is used to remove high frequencies    from 

a frequency domain signal to get rid of noise signal to 

make low complexity of the TR-UWB receiver [10]. 

Then supply this signal to IFFT to convert it from 

frequency domain to time domain. Therefore, this 

system is proposed to make system known LC-TR-

UWB based on FFT and get to receiver signal with 

very less noise and without confusing as show in  

Figure 2 and mathematical simulation can be 

expressed bellow [5]: Make FFT for received signal 

express bellow. 
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Remove high frequency can be defining as. 

 ( )   ( )    ( )                                (7)                                                                                                

Where, n1 is high frequencies. Make IFFT can 

express as. 

  ( )  
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Figure 2 TR-UWB Based on FFT 

 

5.Results and discussions 
In this system, generate two types of pulse data and 

reference pulses and make modulation only for 

reference pulse. The output transmitter signal can 

show in Figure 3. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Figure 3 TR-UWB transmitter (a) The output signal, 

(b) Spectrum and (c) Power spectral 

 

In addition, the noise signal of channel and the output 

signal from channel can show express in Figure 4. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 4 AWGN channel (a) The noise signal, (b) 

The output signal, (c) Spectrum and (d) Power 

spectral 

 

The received signal with delay and correlator both 

reference and data pulses are shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 

 
(d) 

Figure 5 (a) The output received signal with delay, 

(b) The output correlator signal, (c) Spectrum of the 

output correlator signal and (d) Power spectral of the 

output correlator signal 
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To reduce the noise of output received signal used 

FFT, remove high frequencies and IFFT. The output 

signal of LC-TR-UWB receiver is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 6 LC-TR-UWB receiver based on FFT, (a) 

the output of FFT, (b) High frequencies removal, (c) 

The output of IFFT, (d) Spectrum and (e) Power 

spectrum 

 

Finally, The TR system has been analyzed 

numerically and by simulation. The AWGN standard 

channel models have been described and used to 

simulate real word system performance of the TR 

systems. It is paper that the TR system without 

channel estimation because of AWGN channel added 

the same noise for both pulses. In the receiver, The 

reference pulse has only noise signal while the data 

pulse has noise and information signal so that when 

subtracting the reference pulse from the data pulse 

obtaining on the transmitter signal. Also that, the LC-

TR system based on FFT is very useful for UWB 

application because all application needs to system 

with low cost, low weight, low complexity and 

addition to this system high performance and BER 

performance efficiency. It is shown in Figures and 

Table 1. This system is low power, low complexity, 

BER performance efficiency, high performance of 

this system and without channel estimation. Can 
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show the value of BER will be minimize and reduce 

the wrong bits. In addition to, used FFT to translate 

the signal from time domain to frequency domain. 

Then, remove high frequencies that caused noise. 

After that, translate the signal from frequency domain 

to time domain. 

 

Table 1 LC-TR-UWB receiver based on FFT 

LC-TR-UWB 

Receiver based 

on FFT 

Wrong BITS BER Value 

TR-UWB receiver 511.0712 bits 0.2554 

LC-TR-UWB 

receiver based on 

FFT 

302.6867 bits 0.1513 

 

6.Conclusion  
From the simulation results in time and frequency 

domains of the traditional TR-UWB system, the 

received signal contains much noise. This noise 

caused by any error bits that leads to reduce 

transmission efficiency. In addition, the system is 

complicated in design because of amplification and 

noise reducing are taking place in this design the 

proposed LC-TR-UWB system that's based on FFT 

technique was simulated to show the modified results 

in terms of reducing noise, improved efficiency and 

low complexity these results were coming from very 

low error bits and less confuse.  
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